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The Other Hussain
by Sophia Hussain
I do not remember the moment I first learned of the existence
of him, the other Hussain. And then, suddenly, he was suffocating me.
The ominous laughter in roll call, age 7; The War on Terror, age 10;
the spider hole, age 13. I felt his presence, how could I not? He was
arguably the most famous person in the world.
Was I related to him? I didn’t think so. I was asked this
question frequently, and always disarmed by it. But the more I was
asked, the more I began to believe it was true, that I must be tainted
somehow. Harry Potter was not related to Voldemort, but how could
he explain the Parseltongue? I searched for his vestiges and, in his
thick, bushy eyebrows, I recognized my own. I accused them of
treason. In spite of my internal doubts, I knew that I needed to present
a brave face to the public, to dispel the confusion.
My first line of defense, age 7: Of course we are not related.
We spell our last names so differently—don’t you see? I with an “-ain,”
and he with an “-ein,” and the “e” really seals the deal, I think, so much
more suspiciously foreign and dangerous sounding, don’t you think?
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This was successful to an extent, but the strength of the
argument was undermined by the fact that my peers and I were still
searching for footing in the shaky ground of spelling; it was as if I
had said, “I before E, except after C.” I needed something better,
more immediate that would translate to a wider audience of all literacy
abilities, including my brothers, ages 1 and 3. They didn’t know of
him yet, and as a fiercely protective, if domineering big sister, I knew I
would soon have to train them in the graceful act of public negation.
I added that to the list of the many things I would have to teach my
brothers someday, when their time-sensitive fleshy, drooling baby
innocence would wear off and they would inevitably share the misery
of Hussein cohabitation.
A second grade teacher once told me that there was a King
Hussein of Jordan, but that only increased my confusion. Another
one? Did the fact that he was a king automatically mean he was good?
I turned to my dad, who had a thick black mustache, handsome and
groomed—not like Saddam’s. My dad had some authority on the
subject, since he had been a Hussain longer than anyone else in my
family. (How exciting and confusing that my mom was not born a
Hussain: this simple fact was mind-blowing, it entertained me endlessly
each time I contemplated it.) With equal parts anxiety and curiosity, I
asked him to explain the connection. He told me that growing up in
Pakistan (Pagistan? Palistan?) he knew many Hussains. In fact, he said,
Hussain was the most popular last name in the Muslim world. With a
vague understanding, I knew that that word, Muslim, had to do with
everything: the green hardcover bound book that lay untouched in our
living room, the music (ghostly, like a haunted house) that went off
every hour in my grandmother’s house, and the physical markings: my
bushy eyebrows, my dad’s, and Saddam’s.
My dad said that the last name Hussain was as popular in this
world as “Smith” was in America. I sounded that out in my head:
Sophia Smith. I knew that if I was looking for a new alibi, this was
one to seize. Foreign as I may have seemed, the secret was that I was
common, normal. Translated into English, I was Sophia Smith. I
inscribed that name with loopy letters onto pages of binder paper, on
backs of handouts, and drew her, too, using crayons whose too-light
color for skin tone I took as a creative liberty that perhaps was not
appropriate for me, but was for Sophia Smith.
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Dark Bodies
by Rebecca Schisler
balls.

The day the power went out snow was falling, flakes big as golf

I was in the painting studio at school talking to my brother on
the phone. His girlfriend was about to not be pregnant. He was trying
to make light of it.
“I’m about to not be a father,” he said, lightly.
He said, “It just hit me that I’m killing this thing.
He said, “I need to stop saying that.”
He began to cry.
Outside snow was falling big as golf balls and my painting was
unfinished.
That night, I felt the world going mad along with me.
There was a dinner that our friends made in a house too far
away for walking in a snowstorm. We walked anyway. I remember
the crunch of our boots. We said, “What is this? Is this the dead of
winter? This is October!”
We laughed. We were incredulous. We threw snowballs.
We ate dinner in a warm, crowded house with music, with
many different plates of food. I loved the noise, the warm chaos. I
loved the eyes, the bodies, the colors of cloth. We must have danced.
We must have smiled and been photographed.
We walked back to our house in the cold. I remember the wind,
I remember the eerie orange sky. At our house, there was a concert.
A band drove four hours to play there. During the concert, the power
went out.
***
Days pass here, days of blinding snow brightness.
I remember the red of the living room, 200 miles away, that we
escaped to—red walls, red couch, red blankets on the couch.
I remember five of us squashed in the back seat, limbs
entwined. Our feet lost feeling. The tingling when it returned was
unbearable.
I remember remembering that soon, my mother would be
coming to see me here, from Texas. This is not what I wanted her to
see.
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I remember being squashed again in that car, returning to our
dark and cold houses, listing all the reasons we might still miss class.
We were turning all the things in our houses upside down.
We were harvesting vegetables, pulling them out of the ground
by their feet.
We were roasting chocolate hot dogs.
We were busy.
We were bumping into everything.
We were apologizing profusely.
We were writing our papers by tea lights, letter by letter, one
letter a line, one idea at a time.
We were being precise.

I finally wake up one morning in someone’s cold house, my
hair flat on my head, smelling like four days. There is a chair amidst
the rubble, and on the chair a bottle of toothpaste and a glass pipe.
There is a table, and on the table there is a banana cradling an apple
and an orange like two eyes. My nose is stuffy. There is a container of
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cashews. I eat 3 or 4 or 5 or more. We sit. We see our breath in the
living room.
We say, “Why are we here?”
We walk home.
Our house is clean, and there is hot water in the dark showers.
I wash my nest of hair, rake out the knots with my fingers. I scrub my
body my body my body has become stiff from so much time curled
up, lazy. I do feel lazy.
Steam fills the bathroom.
***
house.

Some people came to film a senior thesis. They trashed our

I saw a clown walking through, a man with white paint on his
face, a sticky red mouth. He said, “Yo.”
It was parents’ weekend. Five days after the power went out.
I told my mother, “I don’t know these guys. They are filming a
senior thesis here.”
I wanted to say, “This room is usually beautiful! This house,
this life!”
Words, words, words.
She bought me a bag of apples. They ate them all.
Our kitchen is filled with crusty, greasy, oily, sticky, slimy,
leftover things. Piles of dishes. Stained mugs. Misplaced forks.
Displaced lids. There are food things on the floor. I can’t go in with
just my socks on.
The deep red carpet in the meditation room is covered in dirt,
dirt everywhere, because they wore their shoes, and they made it their
resting space. I saw the clown napping on some folded up meditation
cushions, his big dirty boots on, half a pretzel stick in his mouth. I
stand with Jesse, the House Manager. We look at the mess. I say to
him, “I only wish they didn’t wear their shoes in here.”
Jesse is sweeping dust out the door. He sweeps a leaf. It breaks into a
hundred tiny leaf pieces.
I bought a scarf today, with my mother. It’s oranges, greens
and browns. The colors of these trees, of this Non-Fall.
Last year, Fall was vibrant. I wanted my mother to see it, so she
promised to come this weekend.
But the storm made the leaves strange. They’re not vibrant.
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They are undecided. Some of them started turning, and then stopped.
Broken branches look as if they’re growing towards the ground.
Where I’m standing I can see my breath and a heap of dirty
snow. It will never melt. Will spring be brown?
The trees are trying to tell us something.
I took my mother on a walk to Indian Hill, the place I go to
feel peaceful. It was a beautiful sunny day, she was happy to be here.
She stopped to pick up leaves. “I’ve never seen one so big!” she
said. She liked the color of a yellow one that was actually brown. She
doesn’t really have seasons at home, so she doesn’t really know.
I think we had one real full day of Fall.
And on that day I rode my bike at breakneck speed.
I marveled.
I taped a leaf to my wall.
I was happy to be here.
There’s a tree on Indian Hill that reminds me of two lovers
entwined.
Last year it was a beautiful bright red, the most beautiful tree
on the hill. I would touch it and stand with it and feel in love with the
world. I’d watch the sun set.
Two days ago, I ran there, to the hill, to watch the sun set. I sat
on the very top. From there I could see everything.
I left Indian Hill the same way I always leave Indian Hill. As if
I’ll never return. As if I’m leaving a lover.
I’m almost running, careful not to fall.
***
The night the power went out, there was a concert in our
house. There was a band that drove four hours to be here.
There were lots of people watching the band in the meditation
room, wearing costumes, people moving their bodies, hesitant people
with hesitant hands wanting to touch.
There was the refuge of the kitchen.
There was the thumping bass to dance to.
The library was dimly lit and in it, there was Sam playing the
piano.
There were people on the stairs.
There were people going from place to place.
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There were people going out, and others coming in.
When the power went out, I felt free.
The difference was the darkness. And the electric guitars
stopped working. Someone found the band some acoustic ones. They
played music people could sing along to.
In the library, Sam still played the piano. He played it harder,
and faster. Someone was pounding on a typewriter. Someone played
the sax. Some other dark body stood in rapture. This is what was in the
library. I tripped over dark things when I was going in and coming out.
In the meditation room, people were sitting and singing along.
I said, “This is a time for dancing.” I danced, holding
someone’s slippery hands. Then I had scarves in my hands. I let them
dance me.
Eventually the room emptied out. There was someone
pounding on a drum. There was some dark body who in daylight I
know. He was laying on the ground, watching me.
I felt beautiful there.
We’re sitting on the stairs, making oil paintings.
I’m with the ones I love.
I love them all the same because I love them all differently.
We are all just bodies in the dark.
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WHAT THE FUCK ARE YOU DOING STANDING BY THIS
TICKET BOOTH.
by Emily Weitzman
Oh, no. Oh, no no no. There are too many trains out of this
station for you to be standing here, on this night, on this platform,
waiting for this city bound train.
I don’t know if you see me, but you are so close. I can watch
the rhythm of your mouth chewing your stupid gum. I think of hiding
from you, behind my friends, but they are all short as fuck, plus we
are both tall as fuck, especially me in my new new years heels, and this
platform to escape from our tiny town can only keep so many drunk
people out of eavesdropping distance from each other. And you might
be the tallest drunk boy on this platform. You might also be the best
sweet talker, and possibly the best kisser, though I can’t say I’ve kissed
every drunk person standing on this platform, though I have kissed a
fair amount, maybe, like, 11, but definitely none taller than you.
I have stood here waiting for this train so many times before.
The night after we first kissed, everywhere I looked, you were standing
on this platform. The man with a briefcase who kept one foot across
the yellow line. The petite woman walking in circles near the ticket
booth. The conductor approaching the station. You were all of them.
I told myself that I would ride into the New Year without you,
but now this train will be carrying us into 2012 together. So you can
see why I’m a little upset that it’s not even midnight and my resolution
is already fucked. This train will bring us to a place that looks too much
like the past not to be, back when the buildings in the big city didn’t
seem quite as tall with you next to me.
Suddenly, you see me standing here, and you spit out your stupid
gum, and you’re coming towards me, but maybe it’s not you, maybe
it’s the woman walking in circles or the man crossing the yellow line,
and I think I should move just in case it is you, but the cement under
my feet is quicksand, and as you walk towards me, you are becoming
a skyscraper… But the train comes before you can reach me. And we
both get on separate cars. And the train is moving, but I’m not going
anywhere.
At midnight, I kiss a stranger in the darkness at a party in
Chinatown. As the buzz of “happy new year” is carried through the
crowd, I picture you. Screaming “happy new year” somewhere else in
this city, as you escape with some other girl, one not nearly as tall as I
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am, the two of you leaving together, getting stuck in midtown traffic in
a yellow cab as I drag my heels home.
It’s the New Year now, and you are still here. You are still every
face in the crowd. Still every yellow line being crossed. You look too
much like this city not to be. And I could try to ride far away from the
New Year, but you still would be standing on this platform.
When I arrive back to my tiny town, and step off the train,
the cement under my feet still feels like it’s moving. A piece of gum is
stuck to the ground near the ticket booth. It’s waiting to get caught in
my heel. It looks like a sloppy midnight kiss.
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Faye
by Jason Kilbourne
On a gray March day in her hometown of Las Vegas, Nevada,
Faye Reagan smokes a cigarette outside the studio where she is filming
for the internet porn site Brazzers. In between puffs, she speaks with
an interviewer from the same company about the weather (too cold),
nightlife (she’s actually a homebody), and Florida (“It’s like for killers,
pedophiles, and old people”). If the topics verge on the banal, Reagan
doesn’t seem to mind. She spent the morning shooting dialogue and
sex stills, and in a few minutes she will go back inside and be filmed
having sex for the video My Pussy Got Pranked, a popular film that will
be viewed over 100,000 times on the internet in a matter of months.
In a flattering but modest turquoise dress and black leather
jacket, the 23-year old porn actress looks like she could be just about
any hip, LA 20-something.
She wears her orange-red hair
long with bangs and a sidepart, is quite literally covered
in freckles, and has a nose stud
that seesaws between her right
and left nostril. Her face is birdlike, but the effect is anything
but comical; it is majestic,
like the confident, piercing
stare of a bird of prey. In his
write-up for Oyster magazine
this month, Jason Crombie,
who has interviewed everyone
from fashion designers to
professional skateboarders to
David Byrne, marveled that for
someone who couldn’t recall
Kurt Cobain’s death, Reagan
was “wise for her years, and
very, very cool.”
“Cool” indeed. Although she has achieved success in the adult
industry (just this year she received seven Adult Video News Award
nominations including Female Performer of the Year), Reagan has
also been modeling for the LA-based clothing company American
Apparel since 2007—a Google Image search of “Faye Reagan
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American Apparel” suggests there are few clothes of theirs she hasn’t
been photographed in. She has also modeled for the female streetwear
brand Married to the Mob as well as the iconic punk rock clothing
brand Lip Service. Oyster magazine called Reagan “the hipster porn
star” and the website HipsterRunoff jokingly included her first in a list
of “the Altest porn stars of all time” alongside Sasha Grey, Andy San
Dimas, and April O’Neil. Reagan’s history in porn makes her future
in mainstream acting and modeling difficult (“I’ll never do a Disney
movie”), but she is currently in the process of shooting a “mainstream
movie” called Messina High, a modern-day adaption of Shakespeare’s
Much Ado About Nothing.
Reagan featured in her first adult film when she was 18. She
had just moved out of her parents’ house, had no car, and had lost her
job as a receptionist due to downsizing, so when she met an agent at
a wedding, porn seemed like a good option. Reagan had only lost her
virginity a few months earlier, but her first time having sex on camera
was with two men, something she had never done before. By her third
month in porn, Reagan performed in The Gauntlet 3. “It’s probably
the dirtiest movie I’ve ever done,” she explains in an interview with
Pornotopia. “I did like eight guys that day, and swallowed 24 loads.”
Things were moving too quickly, and her agent was not
helping:
“I had a really bad agent, one of the worst, but I didn’t know
any better… My agent wanted me to hurry up and get out
there doing a bunch of stuff so he could collect commission
on it, instead of telling me to go slow so I could have a
longer career. So I was doing all these gangbangs and blowbangs, all this crazy stuff, and I didn’t know I had other
options, you know? And in the beginning I was working with
the creepiest, grossest, bottom-of-the-barrel guys.”
After The Gauntlet 3, Reagan met an agent who told her she
could make just as much money doing girl-girl scenes, so she dumped
her old agent and stopped working with men on-screen altogether.
Around that time she began dating porn actor Dane Cross, got
engaged to him, and eventually the two started working together. For
two years Reagan appeared in porn exclusively with Cross and other
women, until eventually she “got bored” and began performing with
men again. “But I decided to do it my way this time,” she explains. “I
made it clear that I was only going to work with people that I liked.”
Reagan made a list of twenty or so male actors she would work with
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and was clear about her limits; to this day she has still not performed
anal sex on-screen.
In a 2009 interview with Cross, sex blogger Lucy Vonne asks
what it’s like to be in a relationship with an adult actor, a common
question for interviewers while the two were engaged (they have since
split). “It’s so unorthodox,” Cross responds. “But we work through the
hardships well.” Comedian KassemG is less delicate about the subject.
In a 2010 interview with Reagan and Cross, Kassem asks Reagan if she
would enjoy a gang-bang with only black men; Reagan responds she
would. Kassem to Cross: “Do you find that intimidating?” Cross: “It’s
a process of learning.” Kassem: “A process of learning you’re playing
second fiddle to a black guy?” Cross shifts uneasily.

Reagan and Cross’s relationship was open to some degree from
the start. During their engagement Reagan had a serious girlfriend,
Georgia Jones, another adult actress. In an interview for the porn film
Lesbian Bridal Stories 4, Reagan explains, “I don’t think [our being in the
adult industry] affects our relationship at all.” It’s hard not to feel like
an unreasonably jealous person in the face of Reagan’s magnanimous
standards. “She [Jones] can have sex with another girl, and have sex
with another girl on camera obviously, but if she were to like start
shopping with another girl, if she were to go the mall and come home
with a new wardrobe, then there’d be an issue.”
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Posing in an orange spacesuit for some promotional shots
for the NASA-themed Double D at Zero G, Reagan looks bored,
her eyebrows raised in a challenging “So what?” Later, outside the
studio, she seems more relaxed, sitting in a white bathrobe and again
entertaining an interviewer from Brazzers (this time it’s her costar
Keiran Lee). The two shoot the shit, talking about what Reagan’s like
when she’s mad, what she wanted to be when she grew up, would
she ever get a fake tan, and other fluff questions. It’s sunnier today,
and it shows in Reagan’s mood. She jokes about her long-time goal
of robbing a bank and laughs playfully as Lee chides her for saying
“Fuck” on camera. “Let’s try and keep this PG, Faye,” Lee cautions,
though the mirror effect of the window behind Faye reveals Lee has
had his hand in his pants for most of the interview.
The conversation takes a turn for the morbid when Lee asks
Reagan, “If you could commit one crime and get away with it, what
would it be?” Lee suggests murder, which Faye dismisses in favor of
torture, and when Lee suggests rape, she giggles and responds, “I am
super submissive so that wouldn’t really work out for me. I would get
no pleasure out of that. I like to be the one getting raped.” Simulated
rape scenes have speckled Reagan’s résumé since she first got into the
business. In a film released last December called Hairdo… You Do Bitch
Reagan plays a receptionist at a hair salon, and when a “snotty Beverly
Hills girl” named Hayden swears at Reagan, the all-female cast holds
the girl down while Reagan has sex with her. Reagan teases Hayden for
“asking for it” by wearing skimpy clothes and tells her that stuck-up
girls “just need to be fucked.” Everyone involved is only acting and
rape scenarios are nothing new in pornography, but viewing Reagan’s
most hardcore work is a harrowing experience.
Back on the set of Double D at Zero G, the cameras are rolling
as Faye Reagan zips on her spacesuit and enters the room where
she will be tested for participation in this fictional first attempt at
intercourse in space. “We just can’t send you into space and have you
lying there like a starfish, can we?” explains Dr. Lee. After the two have
sex, Lee congratulates Reagan for her performance. “Miss Reagan, You
passed the test with flying colors. Welcome to NASA.” Faye laughs and
catches her breath as the shot fades to white.
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The Splenda Chronicles
by Erica Davidson
The residents of apartment 3A live in a five-bedroom cesspool
of eating disorders. Marilyn Wann once said that “Life is too short
for self-hatred and celery sticks,” but I don’t know who Marilyn
Wann is, I just found her quote on Google, so her opinion is inferior
to mine. Self-hatred and celery is a lifestyle, one that everyone in 3A
has committed to at varying levels but has manifested itself in one
discernible and unifying way. I asked Catherine, the roommate with
the least unhealthy relationship to food, how she would describe its
role in the house. “We’re a zero calorie household,” she matter-offactly explained. “We don’t do calories,” she clarified. Except, she didn’t
exactly clarify at all. What does that actually mean, to not do calories?
It means Splenda.
Once upon a time, 3A used to have a Splenda bowl—a
communal jar with the words “Hopes and Dreams” written across the
middle for Splenda packets retrieved from various coffee shops and
restaurants around the city. I say used to because the communal aspect
didn’t work out so well. That’s because Julia used to consume packets
significantly faster than anyone could replenish them. But how can
one person eat so much Splenda in a given a day? The answer is both
obvious and absurd: when you eat
them plain. Yes, when Julia was
not adding them to solid food or
drinks, she was opening a packet
and pouring it directly into her
mouth. Now the residents of
3A store Splenda individually
and discreetly so Julia can’t find
them. The chances that there is
at least one packet of Splenda
at any given time in any given
crevice of the apartment ranges
from 90 to 95 percent, depending
on whether Julia has or has not
gone to bed yet. This is made
increasingly apparent by each of
the roommates fetching a packet
from their personal stash when
Julia isn’t looking.
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At 9:31 a.m., I watch Catherine reach into her coat pocket
that sits on the back of a chair at the kitchen table and emerge with
one Splenda for her instant coffee and almond milk, which she uses
because it’s only 30 calories per cup, not because she has any aversion
to dairy. Just minutes later, Emily comes down stairs and makes a
bee-line for her cabinet where she pulls out two Splendas from a jar
hidden behind her Fiber-One and Kashi cereal boxes. She pours them
over some strawberries that she grabs from the fridge. It’s at least
another two hours before I see anymore Splenda action. At 11:45,
Theresa strolls into the kitchen and fills her empty Vitamin Water
bottle with water from the sink and Gook—a powder supplement
akin to Gatorade that her college cross-country coach made her team
drink before practice, but which Theresa uses exclusively to aid her
hangover. Its ingredients include electrolytes and sugar, so surely it’s
begging for more saccharine. She reaches into a bottle of Advil—by
far the craftiest Splenda stash in the house—and pulls out three. She
then tears the three packets in one fell swoop and adds them to the
12 ounce bottle. Theresa is back in the kitchen within ten minutes of
leaving and decides to make oatmeal. She reaches into her cabinet and
pulls out a single-serving package of Quaker instant oats, the apple
cinnamon flavor. She adds a half-cup of water, microwaves it for
exactly one minute and mixes in two additional packets of Splenda that
she retrieved from the same box of oatmeal—her backup stash.
I sit on one of the stools by the kitchen counter and lean over
my own Splenda-laden snack of Greek yogurt and three Splendas
(salvaged from the inside pocket of my gold purse) while Theresa
stands on the other side of the counter stirring her oatmeal in front
of me. I ask her about her night—a taboo topic if it involves drunk
eating, which hers does. She vaguely recalls/regrets eating mozzarella
sticks from a falafel cart outside of the bar she was at but definitely
remembers eating some of Emily’s hummus that had been purposely
hidden in the far depths of our refrigerator when she got home.
Drunk eating is the primary exhibition of passive aggressive behavior
in 3A. Eating another roommates’ food can mean anything from wash
your fucking dishes to if I hear you talk about yoga one more time I’m going to
smother you with a pillow. By perverse logic, however, the act of offering
food is far worse than stealing it: One time, Julia made Duncan Hines
cookies from a box for no reason at all before leaving for a weekend
trip home. That was considered sabotage because she wasn’t around to
eat them.
Theresa has a tendency to eat at the pace of someone who has
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suffered a severe stroke, so she’s still eating by the time Julia comes
back from her run. This inspires Julia to also enjoy some Quaker
oats, which she grabs from the front pocket of her backpack. She,
too, pulls out a single-serving microwaveable packet and a handful of
Splenda from her sweatshirt pocket—because you never know when
you’ll need a Splenda on your morning run—and then bypasses the
cooking process entirely and stuffs a handful of dry oats into her
mouth, followed by a packet of Splenda directly onto her tongue. Most
of it misses her mouth, so she repeats the process twice more before
jumping in the shower as Theresa and I start getting ready to go to a
movie. Unlike Julia, Theresa hasn’t actually showered in two days. This
is because she hasn’t been to the gym since her fellowship application
deadline is looming in a couple of hours, but this is not an uncommon
practice in 3A. When residents of 3A do not go to the gym, they
actually forget to shower because it’s so often done in conjunction
with the gym that forgoing a workout means you are probably not
dirty enough to require cleansing. The entrance to the gym is no less
than 100 feet away from our door. The only closer apartment would be
2A, so there are few excuses to not go to the gym on a daily basis, or
subsequently shower on a daily basis.
By the time Friday night is upon us, we scour the fridge for
potentially delicious food we expect to drunk eat and then promptly
throw it away. During this process I notice a ginger ale in the side of
the door. “Who brought a full calorie drink into this house?” I ask. It’s
said in a more inquisitive way than an accusatory one because we all
know better than to think it was one of us. Everybody shrugged and it,
too, was thrown out. Beverages in our apartment are devoted entirely
to things we can mix with alcohol, but are limited to sugar-free Red
Bull, seltzer, diet tonic water, Powerade Zero and Crystal Light. But on
Saturday, few of us are drinking. We all stare expectantly at the Splenda
jar. The Hopes and Dreams jar once used for Splenda sits in the
center of our kitchen table and remains communal, only now it holds
one emergency condom, a few lonesome Equal packets (we don’t do
aspartame either) and one gram of a different kind of white powder.
What does that say about the residents of 3A? That we are more
trusting of our roommates with drugs than free packets of Splenda?
Yes, that’s exactly what that means.
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Friends with My Family
by Marianna Ilagan
My siblings and I spent several consecutive summers
marathoning all ten seasons of Friends, using a set of pirated DVDs
my older brother borrowed from a classmate and never returned.
We’d watch a few episodes here, a few there. We’d wait until we were
all home at the same time before starting another episode, and when
some of us didn’t wait for the others, we’d have little squabbles.
Sometimes, we older kids would have to kick the smaller ones out of
the living room when the humor got too raunchy; other times we’d let
them stay, and they’d laugh at the jokes because we were laughing, even
if they didn’t have a clue what was going on. We’d pause the episode
we were on only when Mom started nagging us to come eat; we would
then reference the show throughout dinner, making the younger kids
giggle at our parents’ confusion. We’d get furious if anyone made a
noise or blocked our view for a split second, particularly when we got
down to the last episode.
One summer, I’m not sure which, it just didn’t happen. We all
got too busy, I suppose; rarely were we at home together, and when
we were, there were enough working computers by that time for us
to all be doing our own thing instead of hanging out in front of the
television. Once or twice, one of us might have made a half-hearted
attempt to revive the tradition. But the stack of fake DVDs was never
pulled out; nobody ever asked anymore, “Which episode are we on
already?” because there wouldn’t have been anybody to reply, “The one
with the…”
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Of Like Minds
by Adam Rotstein
I don’t want my friends to know that I have to go to the
hospital. I know they’ll find out eventually, but for the time being, they
can’t know. We’re sipping fruity cocktails at the bar because this place is
all you can eat and all you can drink. There are Turkish baths with real,
expansive slabs of marble and warm steam and hairy men. This place
is fancy. We’re having fun. I don’t know what time it is in the States. I
don’t even how to use the room phone to call my parents. They can’t
help me now, anyway. I excuse myself from the bar and go over to
Reception. Do you speak English? Okay. I need to go to the hospital.
My grandmother is an anxious traveler. She’s traveled all her life but
not really on purpose. When she was a little girl her father moved the family to
southern France from Germany where they could escape the ensuing drama that
was World War II. There she led a quiet life, a young German Jew hiding in an
all-girls Catholic school. She still counts in French, actually, but she’s always telling
me how much she’s forgotten and how impressed she is with mine--although recently,
she informed me that my French had gotten worse since we visited. Sometimes I get
to draft response letters to her old friend named Claudette who still lives in that tiny
village, a few hours outside Lyon.
She will not speak German. She shudders at the sound of it. My father
works for a company based out of Frankfurt and he picks up quite a bit of
German. Some people even mistake his Israeli accent for Deutsch. It’s always funny
when he whips out a German phrase over dinner because my Grandma nearly loses
her appetite she gets so angry. I’m not actually sure why that’s funny.
This whole Turkish debacle is potentially funny in retrospect,
but I think humor is all about timing. And it wasn’t really funny at the
time. It wasn’t even fun. But it was supposed to be fun. Supposed to
be. My therapist thinks that kind of language sets me up for anxiety
attacks. I’m supposed to be enjoying this, but I’m not, and the anxiety
can spiral out from here. She says that when the feelings come over, I
need to accept and make room, accept and make room. In truth, I’m
pretty lousy at cognitive behavioral therapy. I’d rather just pop a pill.
And besides, this weekend in Turkey was four years ago, and I had
never even been to therapy. I didn’t even know about these techniques,
let alone have the opportunity to fail at them. I’d only been to doctors.
One doctor, when I was sixteen, and that had been enough. He gave
me drugs, and I felt safe. I had Xanax.
My first bottle of Xanax used to hide behind some vitamins
in the kitchen. I took this pill every morning, religiously, excitedly
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believing it to be a panacea to my distress. Over time I stopped
thinking about Xanax. I stopped taking Xanax.
My grandmother has a permanent furrow on her forehead. She’s had a
tough life, I guess. Her experiences are foreign to me. But I’ve read enough books
to be able to imagine what it must have been like to flee during the Holocaust. It’s
not that I’m not interested in her story, it just seems like it’s too late to go down
that road. Nor is it a matter of health or capability: she’s up and driving every
day, for better or for worse. I once told my mother that I felt tired of hearing about
the Holocaust, like everyone had been clamoring my whole life to make sure no one
forgets, and I was just sort of sick of it. I’m not going to forget.

My grandmother likes to tell the story about when she came to my Hebrew
school and spoke to all the second graders about her WWII experiences. She says
I left after five minutes out of boredom and never turned back. Now that I write,
everyone thinks I should record her story: the gracious French family with whom
they stayed, the barn-house where they hid, the constant fear, the eventual arrival
in Washington Heights. She also likes to tell the story about when I greeted my
Labrador retriever before her one afternoon after coming home from middle school.
She tells a lot of stories. I know all the ones that aren’t important.
I don’t tell the story about my panic attack very often. Not
because I’m embarrassed, but because when I do tell this story, I
trivialize it. I trivialize it as a defense mechanism or maybe out of
humiliation, but the fear I describe is very real. Realer, in my mind,
than the fear my grandmother felt when she was in transit from Berlin
to Marseille, more daunting than my great-grandfather’s quest for work
in France, vaster than the uncertainty that blanketed their future. What
was threatened in this story was my ultimate source of security. My
Xanax. Like my grandmother’s, my story begins in one country and
ends in another. When I graduated high school, I went to Israel for
one year to study. Like a modern day teddy bear, the pills came with
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me. But I didn’t need to take the medication. I just needed to know
it was there. So when my roommates and I found a cheap Israeli
weekend getaway deal to a southern beach town in Turkey I packed
my things. When we got there everything was great. The first day or
so is a blur of Hamam tubs and Turkish beer. On the second night,
Ori suggested that we take some of my Xanax to get drunk faster.
At ease and distant from the throngs of anxiety, I complied. When I
opened my toiletry bag, I fumbled around absentmindedly for a few
minutes, and then, realizing that I hadn’t yet found it, I began to empty
the contents of the bag until the truth became abundantly clear. I had
left my Xanax in Israel. I hadn’t needed it for a while, and it must have
just slipped my mind. In any case, I found myself stranded, in Turkey,
without my medication for the first time. I promptly began to freak
out.
My grandmother erupts in a fit of coughing that ends and begins just
about every five minutes. It is a ferocious and angry cough, as if she is trying to
dislodge something from the inner depths of her small intestine but failing over
and over again. She has medication she can take, and we often encourage her to
do so, but she insists that it is only for emergency scenarios when the loud, hacking
noise would be inappropriate. Empirically speaking, no scenario thus far (e.g. my
college opera performance, an intimate family meal) has warranted these measures.
On my way back from Israel I met my family in Lyon to go and visit the village
where my grandmother hid. We rented an enormous van and drove out on windy,
indirect roads until we reached the tiny town of Tence. There we met women who
recognized her on sight, old, decrepit ladies screaming, “Dorette! Dorette!” despite
the sixty years of time between their last encounter. On the way back to Lyon, my
grandmother, who now goes by Doris, began to feel sick. We stopped the van but
she wasn’t quite nauseous. The fresh air was helping but she still felt tense. She felt
nervous. She did not understand why and she could not describe her discomfort very
well in words. But I could. And this time I had my bottle of Xanax.
I explained to my friends the situation and they were respectful.
We went on walks. We talked about how it was all in my head. They
said that over time it would subside. Whatever I did, I should not go
to the hospital. That would be ridiculous. Please, Adam. Please do not
go to the hospital over something like this. We’re in Turkey. But if this
were something I was going to work out in my head, I would have
needed some prior practice.
I made it through the night, somehow, curled into the fetal
position on one of the ottomans, waiting desperately for the sun
to rise, eventually slipping into a brief, stiff sleep. I even powered
through the better part of the next day, nauseous and dizzy and deeply
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distracted as we took an excursion to a nearby waterfall. When we got
back to the hotel, we lounged around at the spa, everyone calm and
clean, and then there was me, shaking amidst the lavish amenities,
binge drinking in attempts to assuage my underlying terror.
By dinnertime I was back in the panic loop. I was sure I would die if
I did not get my medication, die or go crazy. My therapist says that all
panic attacks come down to these two fears. She says that until one
truly accepts these outcomes, the panic has power. Only when we view
our thoughts as mere thoughts can we begin to distance ourselves
from an unpleasant subjective experience. Years later I would attempt
to wean myself off this psychological dependence on my medication.
I would leave at home the crushed bag of pills normally stuffed in
the small slit of my wallet. I would do this deliberately, systematically,
increasing the amount of time I went without it: first an errand, then a
weekend trip. But I had never been without my medication at the time
of this story, not even for an hour. I asked the man at the front desk to
call a cab.
My grandmother worries mostly about health. When she hears that
someone is ill, or that my little cousin has been having headaches, she can’t help
but obsess over it. I’m bad, she says, I’m bad when I get myself like this. The only
thing that helps, she says, is shopping. She gravitates toward clearance. She gets lost
in Lord and Taylor, becomes giddy over the discrepancy between what was supposed
to be paid with what she actually paid. I tell her that they can write whatever they
want as the original price. It’s all relative, Grandma. It’s a marketing scheme,
Grandma. But even when she comes home empty handed her spirits are lifted, her
mind still engrossed in Ralph Lauren and Kenneth Cole, blouses and slip-ons and
handbags and sweater sets.
When I was in high school, we once bonded over our tendency to overthink
things. Eventually, my increasingly clinical perspective began to put her off. My
therapist says that’s called depersonalization, Grandma, that feeling you get, where
nothing feels real; I get it, too. She doesn’t care what it’s called. I guess it doesn’t
always help to know.
When I arrived at the hospital I felt better, almost immediately.
Someone would take care of me. I had never been so excited to see a
doctor in my life. It was a weekend, I think, and I sat in the abandoned
lobby waiting to negotiate with the Turkish woman at reception. I
need to see the doctor on call, yes, no, I don’t know, probably not, I
don’t care, I’ve got this, is this my insurance? I can’t remember how
long I waited or what happened after that but I simply recall being
in the doctor’s office, his Middle-Eastern eyes deep and dark and
confused. I spoke like a cave man, an anxious, baffling cave man. Me
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need something to calm, as I motioned to my heart and palpitating
body, trying to speak in what I imagined would be beginners’ English.
Me scared, me nervous, me need pill to take. He understood. I think
this part of Turkey was closer to Europe anyway. Maybe their system
of psychiatry is at least on its way to being westernized. For better
or for worse. He explained that since he was a neurologist he could
not give me Xanax, technically. My heart sunk deeper into fear. Then,
out of what must have been pity, or maybe mercy, he handed me a
prescription anyway. When I left I didn’t quite feel excited, and relieved
is too weak a word. Salvation is a noun, but it sounds about right.

My grandmother actually has a reason to be anxious. That’s the funny
thing. She could have what we now call PTSD. But I don’t think she does. Her
fears are as irrational and unsubstantiated as mine. Maybe her anxiety developed
as a result of the Holocaust, her daily fears a mere smokescreen for the trauma she
went through. Maybe she passed that angst onto me, genetically. But I don’t think
Darwin would agree. Most of the time she says things that make her sound like a
tortured existentialist French philosopher: What’s it all for? Who are you to me?
Life goes by so quickly. But she never read Sartre, although she could have, in its
original form. She never even went to college.
After all my years of undergraduate psychology courses, I don’t know
what kind of diagnosis I would give my grandmother. She doesn’t like to drive in
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the snow, she doesn’t like change. But these things seem normal enough. She has
the most perplexing relationship with doctors. She reveres them, loathes them, fears
them all at once. She cannot understand why anyone with the intellectual capacity to
do so would not attend medical school. She gets sick with nerves before she has to go
see them.
When I got back to our resort, my friends were playing tennis. I
can’t remember if I had told them I was leaving. I held up my package
of Xanax in triumph, free from the spell its absence had cast me.
When later abused that evening, the new pills would be appreciated for
their higher dosage in relation to my old ones. We began to have fun.
We began to make jokes. Adam couldn’t go cold Turkey?
My grandmother looks like she is in a bad mood. One of her oldest
friends was recently diagnosed with liver cancer. On Tuesday she is getting a
colonoscopy. I don’t want to hear about her colonoscopy. She doesn’t like it when
I go out after Shabbat dinner. She wants me to stay. She wants everyone to stay,
all of her grandchildren, all the time. When we leave she feels cold, abandoned.
She is always cold. She sits in her giant fur coat at the dinner table looking like a
disappointed twelve-year old girl as I leave to go into the city. I feel bad. I sit down
in defeat and take off my own jacket.
She holds my hands and tells me I feel warm. She says it feels delicious.
She wants to know how I am, but not in the way my mom asks, because my mom
only wants to know if I applied for that internship. She wants to know. Really.
How am I really feeling? I tell her I’m fine. I’m fine, Grandma, really. But she
persists. She wants to know about my anxiety. Are you still so anxious? I tell her
I think it’s under control, at least for now. I tell her it’s just so hard to gauge. I tell
her that it comes in waves, and that it only ruins things I look forward to. I tell her
it comes with me in the car, to class, to parties, and to my bed. I tell her that I’m
working on it and that therapy helps and medication helps but I never really get
relief. I tell her I’m fine because I am and I tell her what I’m going to do differently
in the future. I tell her it never really goes away.
I know that, she says. Her hands move up my arm and tighten. Trust me,
Adam, I know.
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Logan County
by Natalie Fine
Somewhere between Atwood and Sterling it became clear
that we were alone. We’d left Denver midmorning and gone east, the
farthest east I’d ever driven. When the mountains were no longer
visible in the rearview mirror my spinal cord felt like it came loose
inside me. We could have been anywhere then and I wouldn’t have
known the difference.
I wish I knew where the land was, my dad said as we drove
slowly up one street and then another. There’s supposed to be a
cemetery behind the old schoolhouse.
We couldn’t find the schoolhouse or the cemetery so we parked
the car on a dirt road between an immense wheat- field and a row of
wilting houses. I walked into a backyard. No one came to shout, no
curtains fluttered with suspicious fingers, a rusted swing set moved in
the wind. It was late May and it was cold.
Years earlier, when he was driving back from school in
Madison, Wisconsin, my dad stopped in Atwood. Jews, the couple
thought out loud to each other, after he’d asked them. No, I don’t think
there are any Jews living here.
I wanted to find someone, to ask the same question, but
Atwood was quiet.
In the earlier part of the twentieth century my distant relative
Simon Fishman, who lived not far from here, in Tribune, Kansas, was
called the Wheat King. But now, Logan County is oil country. The
Niobrara Shale Formation runs from here to parts of Kansas and
Nebraska so every small farmhouse on the side of I-76 or Highway 10
has its own natural gas well.
We left Atwood and drove to Sterling, but before we got there
we found a cemetery, not the one we’d hoped to find, and there were
some elderly women there and a Hispanic couple. Maybe we can find
our name, he said. So we looked. A coal train went by across the street,
so slow and close that I could see the dents in the cars. We left without
finding anything. The talk show we’d been listening to on the radio
was doing a segment about building birdhouses. This guy doesn’t know
what he’s talking about, my dad said.
According to the historian Phil Goodstein there were two feet
of snow on the ground when the immigrants arrived in Atwood in
1895. The man who had sold them the land did not actually hold any
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claims on the ground next to the South Platte River.
Louis Rossman, who was a child when he lived at the colony,
remembers “arriving in Atwood where there was nothing but prairie
and waiting stacks of lumber.” Nathan Schwartz remembers just a
railroad station. The first house was built of sod. These memories
come from Ida Libert Uchill’s book Pioneers, Peddlers, and Tsadikim. It’s

the closest thing I can find to a history of Atwood.
Logan County was an ideal place for an agricultural community.
In Atwood they could grow wheat, alfalfa, watermelon, cantaloupe,
and muskmelon. But the nationwide Panic of 1893 meant that alfalfa
sold for just two dollars a ton. A dozen eggs cost ten cents. The fruit
wouldn’t sell. All they could do with the watermelons, writes Uchill,
“was eat them.”
She lists other reasons for the Atwood’s failure. Some of
the men, who were sweatshop workers or small businessmen back
east, had to be taught how to hitch horses to plows. There was a
“non-observant and rowdy element” in Atwood, which is probably
related to the fact that there were too many bachelors and too many
“roughnecks.” When the alfalfa wouldn’t sell, they burned the rest of
the crop. Some, like my family, began to leave for Denver.
My great-great aunt, Mary Fine Fishman, was one of the
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sources Uchill interviewed for her book. Mary Fishman married Simon
Fishman, the Wheat King. The year he was crowned the Wheat King,
the S & P Railroad gave him his own car to travel in. My grandpa
remembers that Simon never really lost his Polish accent.
He also remembers that about forty years ago his cousin
Leonard got a call from the Logan County Clerk and Recorder’s
Office. There was a possibility that someone had found oil in the
Julesburg Basin, near Atwood. They wanted to know if he still owned
some of the land. I don’t know if they ever found anything, my
grandpa says.
Why drive two hours northeast almost to the corner of the
state just to see the place where my family struggled to live for two
years. Why not go to Philadelphia and look for their names in the
passenger lists, why not go to Galveston and retrace the road of their
covered wagon as it went north. “Louis Fine emerged as the colony’s
leader,” Phil Goodstein writes, but continues: “The lack of farming
experience, isolation, a poor foundation, and internal tensions soon
led many to flee Atwood...by 1899 the entire experiment had become a
page in history...”
What about this dead landscape, these dead wheatfields that
no longer bear any trace of my family, might be made sacred? When I
stood with my father looking out at a dead wheat field outside Atwood,
he said, what the hell must they have thought when they got here.
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